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NB CLOUDCATCHER
£42,500.00

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION

Style

Traditional

Berth

4

Length

60ft

+ 60ft Trad 1994
+ BSS March 2021

HULL:
Built by warble boats, this boat has a josher style bow and sweeping lines towards the rear
hatch. She is painted in a grey and blue colour scheme her exceptional built quality shines
through on the inside and out for those who take a moment to look a little closer.

Spray foam insulated and ﬁtted in oak with oak trim, tables and steps. The hull has been
surveyed and 2 pack epoxy coated in Jan 2020

BERTHS:
2/4 Berth
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SALOON:
Stepping in through partially glazed front doors in to a light and airy open plan saloon area with
two captain’s chairs. There is an attractive storage unit with a glazed door and an open space
which houses the TV and Hi-Fi unit on the other side is a diesel ﬁred reﬂex stove set on a raised
hearth. The dinette and lounge are divided by a unit comprising of a cupboard, a drawer which
pulls out to create a table and a shelving unit.

With an attractively upholstered l shaped area with clever storage under, the raised plinth and
the dinette which also has a shelved area with 240V sockets currently housing a Video recorder.
Light is provided by large windows and 12v wall and spot lights, there are also a number of 12v
and 240V sockets. The ﬂoor is covered in a mid oak eﬀect ﬂoor which goes through to the end
of the galley.

GALLEY:
Set apart from the saloon by an attractive open shelving unit with cupboard and spice drawers.
This kitchen has lots of unique features with a solid wood Chopping block and marble slab set in
to the tiled top. Below are cupboards and drawers, the corner cupboard having a revolving
shelving unit . On the opposite side is a wine rack, 1 1/2 bowl with drainer and a 4 ring gas hob
and separate oven and there is a space for a fridge on the bulkhead wall are storage shelves
housing a microwave oven. Extra light is provided by a roof hatch.

BATHROOM:
Comprising a shower with thermostatic mixer valve. A small vanity sink unit and matching
cupboard on the opposite side and a macerator Toilet. Over the toilet is a large slimline
cupboard with mirrored doors.

BEDROOM:
The ﬁxed bed has a pull out section which make to be a standard double some storage is
accessible by two drawers at the end of the bed. There is a matching upholstered head-board
and post to give a four poster eﬀect. At the end of the bed is a substantial wardrobe with
mirrored door on it. With cupboard above and cupboard at the side there is good storage. And a
handy drop down shelf has been thoughtfully placed on the cabin side.
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ENGINE ROOM & ELECTRICS :
A Beta marine 43 Hp engine with hydraulic drive. There is a Victron combi 3kw inverter with 1
starter battery and 4 domestic batteries. A caloriﬁer with immersion heater, a land line with
galvanic isolator. A separate generator solar panels with management system. A small washing
machine and tumble dryer are also housed in the engine bay.

OTHER EQUIPMENT :
Life Ring, 1 x 13Kg gas bottle 1 x 5Kg gas bottle , 3 x ﬁre extinguishers, 1x ﬁre blanket, boat
pole, mooring stakes, mooring hooks, a hammer, Freestanding Radio, Tv with booster, Video
recorder. Solar panels many boat spares, Hose pipe and reel, Outside cushions, Various small
Vacuum Cleaners and free standing dustbin.

Category: For Sale

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION
60ft Trad Stern 1994
Hull and F/O Warble Boats
Beta Marine
4 Berth - Diesel Heating with skirting Rads, Diesel Stove
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